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論此問題甚詳者，參 Victor Mair（梅維恒）, “Scroll Presentation in the T’ang Dynasty,”


















































































































































































































































































































朋黨現象者，見臺靜農，〈唐代士風與文學〉，原載《臺灣大學文史哲學報》14 (1965): 1 -
14，後收入《靜農論文集》（臺北：聯經出版公司，1989），頁105-118。
50 參Y.W. Ma（馬幼垣）, “Prose Writings of Han Yü and Ch’uan-ch’i Literature,” Journal














































62 關於唐代傳奇文中詩歌運用的基本類型的研究，奠基者為汪辟疆作於 1931 年之〈唐人小說
在文學上之地位〉，《汪辟疆文集》（上海：上海古籍出版社，1988），頁603 - 616。後來的
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Stephen Owen, The End of the Chinese “Middle Ages” (Stanford: Stanford University




























































69 參 Mikhail Bakhtin, The Dialogical Imagination (Austin: University of Texas Press,
1981), pp. 3-40, 259-422;及Victor Shklovsky, Theory of Prose (Elmwood Park: Delkey
Archive Press, 1991), pp. 72-100.
70 見胡適，《五十年來中國之文學》（上海：申報館，1924）。
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74 明．吳訥等著，《文體序說三種》（臺北：大安出版社，1998），頁52。
75 關於「影射」在中古時代文化史上的發展脈絡和重要性，參 Jue Chen, “ ‘Shooting Sand
at People’s Shadow’: Yingshe as a Mode of Representation in Medieval Chinese






























（parody）的作品，參 Herbert Franke（福赫伯，又譯傅海波）, “A Note on Parody in
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78 Franke, “Literary Parody in Traditional Chinese Literature: Descriptive Pseudo-
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Rethinking Chen Yinke’s Theories on Tang Chuanqi
Studies in the Twentieth Century
Jue ChenŎ
Abstract
Since the publication of Lu Xun’sጆ֝ Tang Song chuanqiji࣫ԇ็؈ะ
and Wang Pijiang’s՘ྐྵᘟ Tangren xiaoshuo࣫ˠ̈ᄲ in the 1920s, chuanqi
็؈ scholars have been making efforts to provide a definition for the genre.
However, chuanqi as a genre is very difficult to define. To date, most scholars
still largely rely on Lu Xun and Wang Pijiang’s list of canonical works to
determine whether or not a certain piece of fiction is chuanqi.
It would be important for scholars in the twenty-first century to continue
exploring the nature of this complex genre before a commonly accepted
definition can be found. Chen Yinke’sౘ૘޲ research on chuanqi in the 1940s
and 1950s, I would argue, can be taken as the point of departure for our effort
to further explore this genre.
This paper serves as a preliminary study on Chen Yinke’s theory on
chuanqi, together with other theories on the genre. The focus of my study is on
Chen Yinke’s interpretation of the Song dynasty scholar Zhao Yanwei’sᅀޜ኎
formula of chuanqi fiction, which emphasizes the combination of historical
insight and poetic creative power with political and social criticism.   
Keywords: chuanqi fiction, ancient style prose, Mikhail Bakhtin, Tang
dynasty, Chen Yinkeౘ૘޲
* Jue Chen is an associate professor in the Department of Chinese Language and Literature at
National Tsinghua University, Xinzhu.
